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A guide to the uber app clone features
The name “Uber” is a brand that is well known for its popularity in the ride-sharing industry. The app is used in
most of the major cities across the world.
The name “Uber” is a brand that is well known for its popularity in the ride-sharing industry. The app is used in most of the major
cities across the world. Its popularity has become a culture now to call an on-demand taxi using the Uber iPhone app clone.
However, many people do not know about it, and many might not know even by the name. In such scenarios expecting them to know
how it functions or how to use it efficiently sounds absurd. Let us talk about the Uber iPhone app clone and a lot more about the
Uber App Clone Features of this wonderful app that is used day in day out by millions of people all over the world.
THINGS TO KNOW BEFORE YOU CALL OVER YOUR RIDE
BASIC PLATFORM
It is a mobile-based app, which caters to drivers and passenger under the vigilant eye of the administrator. The app connects the
passenger and driver depending on their nearest geographical location. The GPS system is the link that connects them and makes it
easy to know the exact where abouts of the driver while reaching the pickup point. The driver and passenger have their own unique
app, and the whole system is managed by the admin.
HOW DOES THE FINANCIAL TRANSACTION TAKE PLACE?
The simple automated system of payment. The passenger is charged on the registered credit card, and the amount is directly
transferred to the script owner’s account in other words, the admin. The owner deducts a certain percentage as commission and the
driver’s payment is transferred to his bank account.
TYPES OF VEHICLES ARE AVAILABLE.
The range of vehicles starts from two-wheeler to the best available four-wheeler in the market. If your pocket is limited to certain
budget then you can select the ride accordingly, may be a smaller and standard car. Your ride depends on your pocket size.
WHO DRIVES THESE CARS?
Anybody with a clean driving license can drive. All you need is a well-maintained vehicle with the proper documentation. As a
driver, you need to get your background checked. A very convenient option for students, mothers with free time and other people
who are looking to fund themselves can use this platform.
A RIDE, WHICH CAN BE MADE AVAILABLE ANYTIME
The easiest way to call a cab is to tap the app and book the nearest cab in your area, whenever and wherever you want. This is a
24x7-service concept, you can view all the active cabs in your vicinity and select accordingly. Facility of advance booking is also
available.
YET ANOTHER TAXI SERVICE?
It is way above the normal taxi service; the app is full of features to make your riding experience a memorable one. It provides the
facility to both the passenger and the driver to give reviews. This makes both the parties to show their utmost demeanour towards
each other. Features like the door to door pick and drop, an online system of payment and GPS enabled app are some features that
make it different from being just a taxi service.
DO THESE RIDES COME EXPENSIVE?
Find out for yourself, how expensive your ride is going to be. While booking your ride you get an approximate fare on the app, which
helps you know how expensive your ride is going to be and you can compare it against other taxi services manually. However, it is
generally a lot less than an average taxi fare.
FACILITY TO SPLIT THE FARE
The app is designed to take away your burden and make it easy on your pocket. The app allows users to split fares with friends and
family. A great option if you travel in groups may be at the time of parties, going to clubs, shopping or going to the office.

A lot of information has been shared in this article and I feel there is still more to share. Use this app as a passenger, driver and the
admin to know more about the beauty of this app.
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